
How brushless motors work

A search on ‘how brushless motors work’  will give you a long list. When you look at them 
you discover that they tell you what the numbers mean (e.g. 2836 1200kV etc), or what 
size of motor you need, but nowhere are you told how they work. I am going to give it a try.

Magnetic fields
We have all played with magnets and know that north attracts south and north repels 
north. To make a force we need two magnets or fields. A magnet can be permanent, where
a solid object has magnetism built in by lining up its atoms, or made by an electric coil, 
called an electromagnet. Modern permanent magnets use rare earth elements, such as 
neodymium or samarium, to make very strong fields. Electromagnets have many turns of 
insulated wire, usually copper, wrapped round an iron core. The iron greatly increases and 
concentrates the field but does not stay magnetised. 

Fields in motors
An electric motor has two sets of magnets in it. Both might be electromagnets or one might
be permanent. Brushless motors are the latter kind. Electric motors have a rotating part 
called a rotor and a fixed part called a stator. The outrunner motors that we use have the 
electromagnet coils in the central stator. The permanent magnets are on the spinning outer
case, hence the name. This has the advantage that the outer case holds the magnets 
firmly even at high speeds.

The reason that brushless motors are more difficult to explain is that the coils produce a 
magnetic field that effectively rotates around the axis. This field drags and pushes on the 
permanent magnets on the rotor to turn the rotor that holds them.

So how is the rotating field produced? Without complicated diagrams the explanation must
be simplified a bit. There are three sets of coils connected as a three-pointed star or a 
delta shape. This is similar to the three-phase motors used in industry. These connect to 
the three mains phase wires. The alternating currents in these run 120º out of step (phase)
to each other. These produce the rotating field. In industrial motors the rotating field 
creates (induces) currents in heavy wires in the rotor and then push on them. That is why 



they are called induction motors. In our brushless motors it is the permanent magnets that 
are pushed.

Electronic speed controllers (ESCs)
Our motors are not connected to the mains. Something has to produce the three phases 
from the direct current battery, and that is the Electronic Speed Controller (ESC). That is 
why there are three wires coming out of the ESC. If you swap two of the wires the field 
rotates the other way round, which is how you reverse the motor. If you stop the rotor the 
field rushes past and the largest torque is produced. That is why our motors are 
dangerous. A finger in the propellor will not completely stop it but actually give it more force
so it will move on to remove the next finger.

ESCs are clever devices. They don’t produce pure sine waves but switch the three coil 
sets on and off in six combinations to give the greatest force. However the idea of a 
rotating field is correct. Two coil sets are switched on and one is switched off at any one 
time. The one that is off has a reverse voltage, called back electromotive force (back-
EMF), induced in it by its collapsing magnetic field. The ESC senses these voltages and 
therefore ‘knows’ the speed and direction of the rotor. In-runner brushless motors often use
different sensors called either magnetic Hall Effect or optical detectors. Not only do ESCs 
do this switching many thousands of time a second but can handle huge currents, as much
as 300A. For aircraft 120A at 24V is usually enough, producing 2.9 kW or 3.9 HP. 
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